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Abstract—We present a field study on how testers use knowledge to detect failures while performing exploratory software testing in industrial settings. We video recorded 12 testing sessions in four industrial organizations, having our subjects think aloud while performing their usual exploratory testing work. Using applied grounded theory, we studied how the subjects detected failures, and what type of knowledge they utilized. The results show how testers recognize failures based on their personal knowledge without detailed test case descriptions. The knowledge is classified under categories of domain knowledge such as users needs and goals, system knowledge such as interactions of many features and the workings of the system as a whole, and general software engineering knowledge. We found that testers applied their knowledge either as a test oracle to determine whether a result was correct or not, or as a test wizard, guiding them in selecting objects for test and designing tests. Additionally, we studied the knowledge in relation to detect detection difficulty and visible failure symptoms. We conclude that exploratory testing can be an efficient method for utilizing domain experts in testing as a high proportion of failures detected based on domain knowledge were straightforward to reveal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE testing is traditionally considered a process of executing test cases, which are carefully designed using test case design techniques [1]–[4]. Test case design techniques aim at ensuring systematic coverage, detection of typical error types, and reduction of redundant testing [1], [2], [5]. The test-case based testing paradigm (TCBT) assumes that actual test execution, even if performed as a manual activity, is a more or less mechanical task. During execution, the pre-defined test cases are run, and their output compared to the documented expected results. However, studies on industrial practice report that real-world testing seldom is based on rigorous, systematic, and thoroughly documented test cases [6]–[8].

Although test automation has been the focus of a lot of research, manual testing is still widely utilized and appreciated in the software industry, and is unlikely to be replaced by automated testing in the foreseeable future [6], [9]–[12]. In many software development contexts, the manual testing effort of professional testers and application domain experts is crucial for assuring that products fulfill the needs of the users or please the markets. In this context exploratory software testing (ET) has been proposed as an effective testing approach.

Exploratory testing differs significantly from traditional software testing in that it is not based on pre-designed test cases. Instead, it is a creative, experience-based approach in which test design, execution, and learning are parallel activities, and the results of executed tests are immediately applied for designing further tests [13]. Exploratory testing is a recognized testing approach [14], but has commonly been referred to as ad-hoc testing or error-guessing [1], [2], [14]. Practitioners, however, recognize that exploratory aspects are fundamental to most manual testing activities [10], [15]–[17]. There are a growing number of practitioner reports and studies on the benefits of exploratory testing [13], [18]–[21]. In these reports, ET is commonly described in the context of system-level testing of interactive systems through GUI and from the end user’s point of view.

In the studies of manual testing and in particular ET context, the experience and especially application domain knowledge of the testers have been recognized as important aspects that affect the tester’s behaviour and the results [12], [16], [22], [23].

In this paper, we use the term knowledge to refer to the tester’s personal knowledge in a rather wide meaning. Using the terminology of Robillard [24], we include both topic, i.e., meaning of words, and episodic, i.e., experience with knowledge, types of knowledge, and, to some extent, tacit knowledge.

Knowledge can be applied to different exploratory testing tasks and purposes. First, knowledge can be used as information to guide exploratory test design. Second, knowledge can be used to identify failures, i.e., as an oracle to distinguish between a correct, expected outcome and an incorrect, defective, outcome [14]. Third, knowledge, together with the observed actual behaviour of the tested system, can be used to create new, better tests during exploratory testing.

The oracle problem is a hard challenge in test automation (see, e.g., [14], [25]), and the problem of availability or existence of an oracle sometimes fundamentally restricts testing [26]. In TCBT, the oracle problem is sometimes bypassed, since each test case is supposed to
include the expected outcome. In practice, even in TCBT, it is often not possible to pre-define the expected results in such detail and comprehensiveness that determining the correct or defective behaviour would be a matter of simple comparison for the tester. Instead, testers are typically forced to struggle with the oracle problem continuously during testing activities, and it seems that the experience-based approach is an important complementary part of testing even in contexts in which rigorous and systematically documented testing is required.

In this paper, we present a study in which we examined how testers detect software failures in real-world exploratory testing work. This paper provides a detailed analysis of the actual failure incidents during industrial software testing work in four software development organizations. We focus on the types of knowledge that testers apply when detecting failures and how they apply this knowledge. In addition, we analyse the types of failures that are detected based on the different knowledge types.

Recently, researchers in the empirical SE research community have called for research on “testing as it is carried out in real-life circumstances” and studies that focus on how testing unfolds in industrial practice instead of trying to demonstrate superiority of methods or technologies [12], [27], [28]. With this paper, we contribute to that line of research by reporting on how software development professionals recognize software failures in practice, and the role of personal knowledge in failure detection.

In the next section, the related work is reviewed. The research goals and questions as well as a presentation of the research methods are covered in Section 3. Results are presented in Section 4. A discussion with answers to research questions and limitations of this study are presented in Section 5, followed by the conclusions in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK
The context of this study is the exploratory software testing approach, and our research question focuses on how testers identify failures when performing exploratory testing, as well as on what type of defects they detect. Thus, we begin the review of related work with the exploratory testing literature followed by the role of experience and knowledge in software testing in general, and, finally, we cover relevant literature on the test oracle problem and failure classifications.

2.1 Exploratory Software Testing
Exploratory testing (ET) is an experience-based testing approach that differs fundamentally from the highly document-driven TCBT approach. Exploratory testing can be defined as: “simultaneous learning, test design, and test execution; that is, the tests are not defined in advance in an established test plan, but are dynamically designed, executed, and modified” [14].

The term “exploratory testing” was introduced by Kaner et al. [3]. The ET approach has been acknowledged in software testing books since the 1970’s [1], but mostly referred to as an ad-hoc approach or error-guessing without any concrete description of how to perform it. Only a few scientific papers on exploratory testing have been published, but it has been well covered in some specialized books, e.g. [10], [17], and discussed briefly in generic testing books, e.g. [4], [29]–[31]. James Bach described exploratory testing in more detail [13]. Tinkham and Kaner [15] covered the need of questioning skills and the heuristic nature of ET.

Practitioner reports on exploratory testing claim ET is both effective in detecting defects and cost-efficient [13], [18]–[20], [32]. These reports, however, are only personal experience reports without any scientific basis. Practitioner literature describes how to manage ET using session-based test management [19], [32], and the tour-based approach [17].

Some scientific case studies and experiments studying the effectiveness and efficiency of ET have been published during the last decade. Itkonen and Rautiainen [16] studied the perceived benefits of the ET approach in three organizations. Houdek et al. [33] studied defect detection effectiveness in the executable specification context, comparing systematic testing and experience-based ad-hoc simulation, and Itkonen et al. [34] performed a student experiment comparing the defect detection effectiveness of ET and TCBT. In an experiment, do Nascimento and Machado [35] compared the exploratory and model-based testing approaches to feature testing in the mobile phone applications domain. In the results of these studies, exploratory testing was found to be as effective as TCBT [33]–[35], and to require less effort than the testing approaches it was compared to [33], [35]. While few in number, these studies support the hypothesis that ET could be an effective and efficient testing approach in certain contexts.

Studies on how exploratory testing is applied in practice in software development organizations also exist. Itkonen and Rautiainen [16] reported how three organizations applied exploratory testing, including related motivations, benefits, and challenges. In another study Itkonen et al. [36] describe empirically observed ET practices. Pichler and Ramlar [37] applied ET for testing a highly interactive GUI editor and developed software tools to support exploratory GUI testing. Researchers have also determined that the ET approach seems to be a good match with agile development processes [38] and, e.g., Tuomikoski and Tervonen [21] describe positive experiences of using team exploratory testing sessions as part of the agile Scrum development process. Martin et al. [27] give a detailed description of a “systems integration testing” approach that is highly exploratory in their ethnography of testing in a small agile company, while Kasurinen et al. [39] observed exploratory testing as part of a more generic risk-based approach to testing. These few empirical studies give some examples of how
ET is applied in industrial practice.

Other studied aspects of ET include the effect of individual characteristics on ET, including the effect of learning style on testing [40], and the effect of personality traits on exploratory testing performance, showing that extravert personalities might be more likely to excel in exploratory testing [41].

In conclusion, exploratory testing has been promoted in the practitioner literature, and scientific studies of ET are emerging. Studies comparing ET with other testing approaches support the effectiveness and efficiency of the ET approach. Empirical studies of industrial practice propose the applicability of the ET approach in the context of system-level functional testing from the user’s viewpoint, highly interactive GUI testing, and enhancing the testing practices of agile development. To our knowledge there are no empirical studies on the details of the actual exploratory testing practices and activities, in addition to our previous work [36].

2.2 Experience and knowledge in software testing

Experience and knowledge have been studied in the contexts of software engineering [42] and software design [43], [44]. Sandberg [45] studied human competence at work in a different engineering field. Practitioners have reported the benefits of experience-based testing approaches, e.g., in the financial [46] and medical [20], [47] domains, but these reports are not based on scientific research. Scientific research on the role of experience and knowledge in the software testing context is still rare, but some studies have been published that focus specifically on the subject [12], [22], [23], [48]. In these studies, the term experience was defined as “practical knowledge that is developed in direct observation or participation in activities” [12], or as the amount of professional experience [22]. Next, we describe these studies in more detail.

Beer and Kamlar [12] studied the role of experience in the development of test cases, regression testing, and test automation. They found in their case studies that domain knowledge, in addition to testing knowledge, is crucial in testing. They describe the typical knowledge development path of senior testers, which started with strong domain knowledge. Testing experience was later gained through working in testing, seminars, and working with external consultants. They conclude that “test design is to a considerable extent based on experience and experience-based testing is an important supplementary approach to requirements-based testing” [12]. In all three cases, test cases were designed before the actual testing, which means that their research did not give any insight about the exploratory testing approach.

In a survey on the effect of experience and individual differences in software testing, Merkel and Kanij [48] found that testing practitioners consider both testing and domain experience important factors affecting performance. Testing-specific training or certification was not considered important, but the respondents considered the individual traits of testers highly influential on tester performance. Kettunen et al. [23] also report domain knowledge as the most emphasized area of testers’ expertise and highlight the role of technical knowledge, particularly in the agile development context.

Poon et al. [22] experimentally compared the types and amounts of mistakes inexperienced and experienced testers make in test case identification. They found large variations among individual subjects, especially in the case of inexperienced ones. Experienced subjects identified more test categories and made fewer mistakes; in particular, the number of missing categories in complex cases was considerably lower for experienced subjects. However, experienced testers made more of certain kinds of mistakes. In addition, the contribution of experience to performance decreases when the complexity of the tested functionality increases. Using checklists reduced the number of missing categories and all types of mistakes. Poon et al. [22] conclude that software development experience cannot replace the need for a systematic methodology and suggest involving testers with varying experience levels in industrial settings.

The effect of domain knowledge on defect identification has been identified in the software testing, spreadsheet error finding, and usability inspection contexts. Multiple studies on software testing report findings on the importance of domain knowledge in testing [12], [16], [23], [48]. In the context of usability testing, Følstad [49] studied work-domain experts as usability evaluators and found that the findings of work-domain experts were classified as more severe, and given higher priority by developers [49]. Galletta et al. [50] studied error-finding performance in the spreadsheet context. They compared error-finding performance of domain area (accounting) experts versus novices, and spreadsheet (software) experts versus novices. They found that both types of expertise increased error-finding performance, but the performance of those with both types of expertise far exceeded the performance of other groups. Spreadsheet expertise increased the speed of revealing spreadsheet-related defects.

Existing research on the role of knowledge and experience in software testing and defect identification in general raises the hypothesis that experience has an important effect on defect identification performance and that domain knowledge is more important than testing experience. The existing studies in the software testing context are based on interviews in case studies and surveys, and the results do not provide insight into how testers actually work and apply their knowledge. The types of knowledge used and how they are applied in defect detection when performing ET remains an unstudied area.

2.3 The oracle problem

A test oracle is a concept referring to a method used to distinguish between a correct and incorrect result during
software testing [2], [14], [51], [52]. Defect recognition is one of the most crucial activities in testing, and the existence of a test oracle is recognized as a fundamental requirement in all kinds of testing [25], [51]–[53]. The challenge of finding a reliable oracle is referred to as “the oracle problem”. The oracle problem is particularly investigated in the context of test automation striving for automated test oracles [14], [52]. However, the same problem is associated with all software testing. TCBT paradigm aims at solving the oracle problem by pre-defining the expected result in detail: “In real testing, the outcome is predicted and documented before the test is run” [2].

In practice, however, requirements, specifications, and thus test cases are seldom perfect in terms of comprehensiveness and accuracy. Weyuker [26] identified different types of non-testable programs for which an oracle does not exist or the correct result would be too difficult to determine. Nevertheless, in practice, testers are able to detect incorrect results using partial oracles even if they cannot know the exact correct result [26]. From the empirical research on real-world testing activities, it seems that a human oracle is in many cases the way test results are evaluated in practice (see, e.g., the ethnographic descriptions in [27], [28]). In industrial practice, even in many test automation approaches the oracle problem is left as a human decision [52], [53]. The oracle problem is highly relevant in manual testing, and typically solved using the personal knowledge of testers and varying types of documentation. The challenge of using human oracle is oracle mistakes, i.e., testers do not always recognize a defect even if a test case reveals it. In an experiment by Basili and Selby [54], subjects recognized only 70% of observable failures.

In the context of exploratory testing, consistency heuristics have been proposed to work as experience-based oracles [10], [55]. These are a set of rules for checking for the consistency of functionality against various targets, such as the history of the product, comparable products, and users’ expectations. The core idea in ET is that the tester and should use any available sources of information in the testing [10], [13], which suggests that the oracle in ET can be any knowledge, documentation, model, or software available to the tester.

To our knowledge, the oracle problem has not been studied in the context of manual testing with the intent of understanding, describing, or improving the way humans recognize defects. The literature on exploratory testing has presented hypotheses that an experience-based approach to defect detection would be effective. Earlier research on exploratory and experience-based testing indicates that in practice, testers use an experience-based approach in detecting defects and determining the correct result of tests [36].

### 2.4 Failure type classifications

In this study, we focused on analysing failure incidents that exploratory testers detected. Understanding failure types from the perspective of testing focuses on the externally visible symptoms of the failures. Few published failure type classifications exist, and commonly cited classifications usually classify the actual faults based on technical, often source code level characteristics. Such technical fault classifications as, e.g., orthogonal defect classification [56], were not suitable for this study. In this study, our target was to study the types of failures based on how a tester, or end user, perceives the symptoms of the failure when it occurs. Some failure classifications classify failures with respect to detection [57], [58], but for example in the classification of Bondavalli and Simoncini [57], all user observable failures are classified in a single class. Cotroneo et al. classified Java virtual machine failures, but their classification only focuses on technical crashes, deadlocks, and error messages and does not describe the failure symptoms of functional behaviour [58].

Some failure classifications that characterize the symptoms, however, can be found. One such classification was used in a study of medical device failures [59]. In this study, Wallace and Kuhn analysed software-related failures of medical devices that led to recalls by the manufacturers and presented a thirteen-class classification of the failure symptoms. The classification is somewhat specific to the medical device domain and not descriptive of the actual symptoms. The classes are also rather generic and briefly described (e.g., “System: the total system”).

Classifying failure incidents from the tester’s viewpoint is a problem similar to classifying usability problems from the user’s viewpoint. In both cases, a classification should capture the externally visible symptoms of something that is missing or wrong with the software system. An example of failure classification in the usability testing context is the Classification of Usability Problems (CUP) scheme [60]. The usability problem classification, even though similar to the tester’s failure classification, includes such usability-specific classes as “incongruent mental model” and “test participant overlooked something” that are not applicable in our context. One generic and simple classification dimension that has been used in testing technique experiments [54], [61] and is visible as part of usability problem [60] and defect classifications [62] is the omission versus commission dichotomy, which simply separates failures based on whether something is missing or wrong.

We also wanted to analyse the difficulty of detecting the failures. One characteristic of failure that is directly related to the detection difficulty is the amount of interacting conditions that together cause the failure. This characteristic can be analysed by using the failure-triggering fault interaction (FTFI) number [63]. The FTFI number refers to the number of interacting variables or conditions that together cause a certain failure to occur. In 1-way faults, only one condition triggers the failure, while 2-way faults would need two interacting conditions to occur together to trigger a failure.
3 RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODS

The research presented in this paper is a field observation study in which the testing practices of eight software development professionals in four software development organizations were studied. Our research methodology consists of participant observations and qualitative data analysis [64]. We also present quantitative summaries of the detected failures in the observed sessions. Next, we describe the research objectives and questions as well as the methodology employed.

Our research approach was both exploratory and descriptive. In the area of exploratory testing, existing research does not provide a basis for strong theoretical hypotheses. Instead, the objective of this study was to understand the phenomenon of defect identification in exploratory software testing. We aimed at describing how testers detect failures as they occur in exploratory testing and at drawing hypotheses grounded on our observational data. We studied the types of knowledge involved as well as characterized the observed failure types. The high-level research objective was to understand how defects are detected by testers performing exploratory software testing, and the role of knowledge in it. The research questions were:

RQ1: What types of knowledge do testers utilize for detecting defects when performing exploratory testing?

RQ2: How do testers apply their knowledge for detecting defects when performing exploratory testing?

RQ3: What types of failures do testers identify using knowledge in exploratory testing?

3.1 Data collection methods

We collected the data using participant observation [64] because we wanted to understand the actual testing tasks the subjects performed in their natural working environments. In direct observation, “the inquirer has the opportunity to see things that may routinely escape awareness among the people in the setting” [65]. Because participant observation can mean many things depending on the source (see, e.g., [65]–[67]), we describe our approach using the six dimensions of fieldwork variations presented by Patton [65]: 1) The role of the observer was onlooker. The observer sat beside the subject for the entire testing session and did not participate in the actual testing activities. Even though the observer tried to be as inconspicuous as possible, the subjects communicated directly with the observer during the sessions. 2) The perspective of the observer was outsider dominant. The observer was not part of the organization nor involved in the product development. The observer was familiar with the organization and the tested software products through existing long research cooperation. 3) The observation was conducted by a single researcher. 4) The observer and his role were fully disclosed to the subjects. The observer was clearly present in the testing situation, and the observed subject was strongly conscious of his presence. 5) The duration of the observation was one or two 1–2.5 hour observation sessions per subject. 6) The focus of the observations was on individual test execution tasks of single testers in the context of exploratory testing sessions. Any activities outside the observed testing sessions were excluded from the study.

The context of the observations was professionals performing their actual testing tasks in their normal working environment. Most of the sessions took place in front of the subject’s personal workstation. A few sessions were observed in small teamwork rooms at the request of one of the companies. A single subject at a time was observed performing individual testing tasks. The total number of observed sessions was 12.

We used comprehensive video and audio recording of the sessions, augmented with field notes. Video-based field observations have been used as a research method in software engineering, e.g., in studying programmer behavior [68], and pair and side-by-side programming [69]–[71]. We performed the recording with two cameras. One recorded the subject’s computer screen, as well as the audio of the discussion. The other camera was used to film an overall view of the tester in the working environment to capture all activities that were not observable on the computer screen, e.g., reading paper documentation and taking notes with pen and paper. The field notes were recorded in written format using a laptop computer. In addition, the test documentation that was used during the observed sessions as well as all defect reports were recorded to support analysis.

Since much of the behaviour that we were interested in happens inside a tester’s head, we had to include some way of understanding what the observed tester was doing and thinking during the testing. For this purpose, we used the think-aloud method [65], meaning that we asked the subjects to think aloud, i.e., describe what they were thinking while testing. To keep the testing session as natural as possible, the researcher did not enforce continuous verbalization, but only briefly encouraged the subject to verbalize every now and then. The goal of the think-aloud method was not to perform direct verbal protocol analysis [72], but instead to use the subject’s verbalisations in the analysis as part of the video recordings. We conducted short (about 30 min) interviews after each observation. The covered topics were the subject’s background, and a discussion of how typical, for the subject, the observed session was overall and in terms of the detected defects and issues. In the interviews, we used a general interview guide approach [65].

3.2 Development Organizations and Subjects

The study was carried out in four organizations in three medium-sized software product companies. The companies were selected based on use of the ET approach and accessibility through existing research collaboration. A summary of the characteristics of the organizations and subjects involved in this study is presented in Table 1.
Company A is a worldwide market leader of software systems in its engineering domain. Companies B and C have strong market positions in Scandinavia and the Baltic countries. All companies are profitable and growing, and have been in business for more than 10 years, two of them over 20 years. 

The products of all of the companies were relatively mature, with more than 10 years of development each. In all cases, the customers of the studied companies were engineering organizations. All tested systems were applications or systems with rich graphical user interfaces targeted for professional use, meaning that the end users were domain experts, mainly engineers in different fields. All products were highly business-critical for their customers, and failures in the software could cause major financial losses or severely harm the core business processes of the customer organizations. The products of company A and B are software systems that are used for designing physical structures, which means that software failures could indirectly cause life-critical consequences. In addition, one of the tested products in case A is directly life-critical.

Only company C was using a separate testing organization. The other organizations did not have any separate, independent testing organizations. In these cases, a few people took the managerial responsibility for planning and managing the testing activities, and the actual testing tasks were carried out by people in varying (non-tester) roles in the organization.

The subjects of this study were selected using purposeful sampling [65] among software development professionals who had functional testing as one of their duties. We selected eight subjects with different roles and backgrounds, two from each organization. The subjects were high-performing testers, according to the subjective evaluation of their test managers. Three of the observed professionals had testing and quality assurance as their primary role, whereas the rest were application or domain experts (see Table 1). In all organizations, the managers highly appreciated the testing contribution of these application domain experts and considered it crucial for revealing high priority defects from the viewpoint of end users. The subjects had an average of 5.3 years of domain experience and 7 years of software engineering experience.

3.3 Data analysis

Grounded theory [73] (GT) is a suitable research method for qualitative analysis of data in this type of research. In GT, the analysis is grounded in the data instead of existing theories, and the research is theory generating. We had no strong existing theories about defect identification or the role of knowledge in exploratory software testing, or even about manual testers’ test execution activities in general. The overall approach to data analysis was “Straussian” grounded theory [73], [74]. We applied the GT methodology in the context of video data analysis as we describe in the next subsection.

3.3.1 Qualitative video data analysis

The research data consisted of video-recorded testing sessions, and the unit of analysis was a single failure incident. We used the Noldus Observer XT software, which is an effective software package specifically designed for coding and analysing video data. Using rich video data as primary documents creates certain challenges in applying a GT approach [71].

We performed an applied GT analysis in four phases. First, we performed open coding focusing on the activities of the testers. In this phase, all full-length observations were coded directly in the video recordings.

Second, based on our research questions, we selected all video excerpts that were coded to include the detection of a defect. In the second coding round, we aimed at coding the selected excerpts from the perspectives of defect detection and knowledge used when detecting defects. We soon realized that directly coding the video material was not feasible, since the concepts of defect detection and how the tester applied the knowledge were not short isolated passages. Instead, it seemed that the concepts most often spanned the whole defect detection episode, which might last anywhere from a few minutes to half an hour.

Third, because of the aforementioned challenge, we transcribed all the selected episodes to text. In the transcriptions, we transcribed not only the think-aloud protocol, but also described with sufficient detail the behaviour of the tester, the general approach to testing, the context, and the observed symptoms of the detected failure itself.

Fourth, we applied open coding to the transcripts of the defect detection episodes. This led to over 50 codes, representing concepts that emerged from the data, that we classified in categories. During this coding and further analysis, we alternated between open and axial coding. As new concepts emerged, they were compared and grouped with similar concepts, and categories were formed around groups of concepts describing similar findings. When the categories and classes emerged in the analysis, the transcriptions were analysed again against those new concepts in a cyclic manner to confirm the findings. The detailed coding of the transcribed episodes was performed using ATLAS.ti software.

3.3.2 Failure type analyses

We discovered that there are only a few failure type classifications available in the literature (see Section 2.4). However, we took the generic omission versus commission classification that has been used in failure and fault classifications earlier [54], [60], [61] as a basis and used our qualitative analysis approach (see Section 3.3.1) and open coding to create a finer failure classification under the two main classes.

In addition, we analysed all failure incidents using the Failure-Triggering Fault Interaction (FTFI) number [63]. For this purpose, we performed one more coding round
in which we focused purely on this aspect and coded all the failure incidents using the FTFI classification.

4 Results

Our data contained the detection of 91 failures in 12 observation sessions. The results are organized in four subsections. First, the role of knowledge in detecting failures is presented in the form of a categorization of knowledge types. Second, we analysed the failure types and present a preliminary failure symptom type classification for exploratory software testing. Third, we analysed the difficulty of detecting the defects. Finally, our analysis revealed that failures were commonly encountered by the testers as a side effect of testing activities. This phenomenon is discussed in the last subsection.

4.1 The role of knowledge in detecting defects

Our analysis revealed three types of knowledge that testers utilized to detect defects in the observed sessions: domain knowledge (20 failures), system knowledge (41 failures), and generic software engineering knowledge (27 failures). The knowledge types are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development organizations and subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testing org.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects (#: role)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many cases, knowledge was applied straightforwardly as a test oracle. However, in some cases, knowledge was used as a basis for a more comprehensive tactic to guide testing, i.e., the tester chooses what and how to test based on his or her knowledge. We call this use of knowledge a test wizard (see Table 2). Using knowledge as a test wizard was shown, for instance, when a tester designed a targeted attack to investigate certain risks that he or she identified based on earlier experience. Another typical wizard was simulating an experience-based usage scenario when testing.

4.1.1 Domain knowledge

Application domain knowledge was applied to detect failures in 20 of 91 failure incidents. A failure belongs to the domain knowledge category if the detection requires knowledge of the application domain rules, customers’ (including users) processes or needs, or the operational usage context. The use of domain knowledge was mainly indicated through the verbal comments of the observed tester. An incident was categorized as domain knowledge when the tester reasoned about the failure by referring to concepts and rules of the domain or the circumstances of the real use of the system, e.g., the authentic activities of the users, the operational environment, the users’ processes and goals, or the effects of using realistic data. It is very difficult to draw a clear line between domain knowledge and system knowledge, since almost all testing requires some amount of system knowledge and domain knowledge to be performed. Domain knowledge was divided into two main perspectives: the users’ perspective and the application domain perspective.

4.1.1.1 The users’ perspective: The users’ perspective includes knowledge of the practical procedures of real use and real users of the system together with a good understanding of the real operational context of the system. This also included knowledge of the higher level needs and goals of the users, i.e., for what purposes the system serves as part of the users’ own work. This knowledge category was further divided into three subtypes: episodic knowledge of usage procedures and context, conceptual knowledge of the information content and presentation in the usage context, and knowledge of problems in customer cases.

Episodic knowledge of usage procedures and context covers the tester’s practical knowledge of how the users perform their tasks using the system. This kind of knowledge is difficult for the practitioners to articulate or describe, but they can perform the actual work activities using the system based on this knowledge. In these cases, testers were usually experienced users of the system themselves, which allowed them to identify problems that restricted their usage procedures or were in conflict with their practical knowledge of the users’ activities. In most incidents in this class, the tester also had a deep system knowledge of the features used; however, the actual failures were identified based on reflecting on the system’s behaviour with domain knowledge of realistic
Table 2
Categories of knowledge used for detecting defects in software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge category and perspective</th>
<th>Knowledge type and how it was applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain knowledge Users’ perspective</td>
<td>Episodic knowledge of usage procedures and context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Simulating realistic usage tasks (wizard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using the system to prepare tests and data (wizard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conceptual knowledge of the information content and presentation in usage context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluating test results and outputs (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge of problems in customer cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Testing for specific risks (wizard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application domain perspective</td>
<td>Conceptual knowledge of the subject matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluating test results and outputs (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practical knowledge of the subject matter and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Creating reference results for tests (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System knowledge Interacting features and system perspective</td>
<td>Knowledge of system’s working mechanisms, logic, and interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Simulating realistic usage tasks (wizard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Observing overall response of the system to changes in configuration, state, or data (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As a side effect of other testing tasks (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Comparing to similar features (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual features and functional perspective</td>
<td>Knowledge of features and views of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visual inspection of GUI or a report (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Comparing to earlier behaviour (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As a side effect of other testing tasks (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge of the detailed technical aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Systematic searching for errors in logs (wizard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Investigating error messages or suspicious results and log messages (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic knowledge Generic correctness perspective</td>
<td>Knowledge of software user interfaces and presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visual inspection of GUI or a report (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluating test results and outputs (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As a side effect of other testing tasks (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability perspective</td>
<td>Practical knowledge of usability of software systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As a side effect of other testing tasks (oracle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct failure perspective</td>
<td>Practical knowledge to recognize crashes and error messages (oracle)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

usage tasks and context.
For example, the tester realized that in a hierarchical view of data objects, the view is collapsed every time the sorting order or criteria is changed. The tester commented:

“this [behaviour] is unacceptable, because collapsing the hierarchy heavily distracts the user’s attention. And users rarely use this feature to edit complicated data hierarchy, but if mistakes are made, fixing them is costly . . .”

In another case, a tester found that a copy function for an entity did not copy the longest attribute, which typically was only slightly modified for new copies. This severely reduced the utility of the function. These cases illustrate how seemingly minor usability glitches are revealed as real problems when they are understood in a realistic usage context.

Episodic knowledge was applied by using the tested features for activities that simulated realistic usage tasks. This can be described as using knowledge as a wizard, because the tester’s knowledge of the real usage guided the testing and the tester’s strategy of selecting test scenarios, instead of simply acting as an oracle. Another usage context was using the system to prepare tests and data as part of the testing activity, which essentially meant using the system for realistic tasks, and was also an approach to use domain knowledge as a test wizard. This way, the testers detected that features were inadequate for real use even though they were implemented and technically correct to some extent.

The conceptual knowledge of the information content and presentation in the usage context refers to testers’ domain-specific knowledge of the information content of the system. The knowledge included understanding the presentation of results or outputs in the realistic context of the users’ needs and goals. When testers relied on the knowledge of the information content or presentation, they recognized that the system presented inadequate or
deficient data or presented it in a form that is not useful for the users, i.e., users would need more data, different data, or the data must be presented in a different way, to be fully useful to the users. Testers often referred to what the users would actually do with the outputs of the system and indicated the importance of particular data for the users. Testers judged problems in data presentation as unacceptable in real use, even though the features might seem technically correct.

For example, the most essential and critical data for the users was buried in the middle of a lengthy report that the system produced, rather than being highlighted at the beginning. The tester reflected on his experience of how the report will be used in practice and realized that the form of the report did not support the users’ needs.

Testers recognized limitations and inadequacies related to realistic data and usage context that would make the tested functions useless or severely restrict their benefits. For example, in an engineering software, the tester recognized that in a certain view mode the software showed all the dimension texts for a construction model. The tester realized that with a realistic (large) model, the entire view would be filled by dimension readings that obscure the actual model. In this case, the tester understood the real usage context of the feature and could detect this problem immediately, even though it was not obvious when using simple and small models as test data.

Conceptual knowledge was applied when evaluating test results and the outputs of the system. The testers evaluated the results against the needs and goals of the end users based on their knowledge of the real usage context of the system.

The knowledge of problems in customer cases was applied when testers performed exploratory tests based on their knowledge of specific real cases of how the customers, in practice, use or are forced to use the system. This knowledge was related to the identified risks based on past problems of real customers.

As an example, one tester explored the backward compatibility of a new feature. The tester saved a complex data model using the previous version of the software and then opened the model using the new version. The goal was to test whether the version under test could import and use the previous-version data model. The tester commented:

“Generally, we recommend that customers use the same version of the software within one project, but in practice customers have certain situations where they must upgrade the software in the middle of the project and continue working with the same models even though it is not officially supported. And we always say to customers that you can do it and the models can be converted to new versions.”

In this case, the defect was obvious, but the practical domain knowledge about the customer’s working context made the tester look for such defects in the software.

The tester applied the knowledge of real customer cases as a wizard by constructing tests to evaluate a specific risk, i.e., evaluating how a new or changed feature works in problematic situations that the tester knows real customers have faced before—and will face in the future. This could be described as using the knowledge to address a specific risk.

4.1.2 Application domain perspective: The application domain perspective represents knowledge of the subject matter in the application domain area and includes incidents in which the tester applies knowledge of a more theoretical nature. This knowledge is related directly to the concepts, theories, rules, and technical details of the application domain and not to the usage context. We divide this perspective into two types: conceptual knowledge of the subject matter, and practical knowledge of the subject matter and tools.

Conceptual knowledge of the subject matter. Testers detected implementation errors that would be hard to recognize without a deep understanding of the domain-specific details behind the features. For example, a tester found out that a view-filtering feature in an engineering software used the wrong part number value for filtering the visible parts in the view. The tester reasoned based on his personal domain knowledge that the filtering should be performed on the other part number. The tester commented:

“In principle the filtering works technically correctly, but not as desired.”

The tester explained that his long experience helped him recognize and understand the behaviour, and that it would be difficult for a novice to find the issue.

In another case, a tester recognized that the engineering software produced control files for the wrong types of parts. The control files used to instruct automatic machines manufacturing steel parts were also produced for concrete parts. This failure seemed to be obvious for the tester based on her application domain knowledge.

The tester commented:

“At these moments one thinks that perhaps the developers should know something about the application domain, or someone has been specifying this feature with blinders on.”

Practical knowledge of the subject matter and tools. Testers utilized their domain knowledge to perform equivalent operations using other tools to verify the results produced by the application under test. For example, they performed reference calculations that they compared to the system’s output.

4.1.2 System knowledge

System knowledge was utilized in 41 of 91 failure incidents. A failure belongs to system knowledge category if the detection requires specific knowledge of the features or technical details of the tested system. An incident was categorized as system knowledge when the detection of the failure clearly required knowledge of the tested system, but not a specific understanding of the application domain and usage contexts. We found two main perspectives of applied system knowledge: interacting features and system perspective, and individual features and functional perspective (see Table 2).
4.1.2.1 Interacting features and system perspective: The testers’ tacit knowledge and intuitive understanding of the system, its features, and overall working logic can be further divided into knowledge of the system’s working mechanisms, logic, and interactions, and knowledge of past failures.

Knowledge of the system’s working mechanisms, logic, and interactions. Testers know how the features work together and the fundamental working logic of the system. The tester understands how the system is supposed to react to certain kinds of changes in input data or configuration and can detect defects based on that understanding. The focus is not necessarily on the accurateness of the details, but rather on the general picture of how the system is supposed to react, if the system reacts at all, and if the reaction is correct. For example, a tester was testing a system that simulated real-life situations based on an engineering model. In this case, the tester recognized the system’s failure to correctly react to changes in the simulation parameters and properties of the model. The system either did not react at all or reacted only partially.

Another example of common failures was situations in which system indicators incorrectly showed data or calculations as being up-to-date. Testers identified failures by making operations that revealed inconsistencies between the status indicators and the actual status of the system. For instance, an application indicates that a report item is up-to-date, but after the view is refreshed, the contents of the item are completely different.

A distinct type of applying system knowledge was identifying inconsistent behaviour by comparing features within the same system. Inconsistencies occurred in the way different types of data were processed, in the functioning of similar features, and in the order of applied actions. An example of the inconsistency in functioning of similar features was a case, where a cross-reference linking feature was not present in a new feature, and the tester knew that such linking is always used in similar features of the product.

The knowledge of the main working logic of a system also enables testers to recognize unintentional and false changes in the system state that their testing activities should not have caused. Testers had a deep understanding of the system’s behaviour and how things affect each other and thus could recognize if something in the system changed without reason. For example, testers recognized that in a graphical view of an engineering model, some properties had suddenly changed without the tester taking any explicit actions to perform such changes. Another typical example was that testers detect unwanted changes after log out, application shut down, or otherwise resetting actions in the system.

Knowledge of the working mechanisms, logic, and interactions was applied by observing the overall response of the system to changes in the configuration, state, or data or by simulating realistic usage scenarios. This knowledge was also applied to recognize failures that occurred as a side effect of other testing activities, e.g., unintentional changes. Finally, system knowledge was applied as a consistency heuristic when testers compared a new feature to similar features and detected failures based on the inconsistency between the new feature and similar features of the same system.

Knowledge of past failures. Knowledge of past system failures was used either as an oracle to help recognize the symptoms of a failure, or as a wizard to focus testing on revealing certain types of defects. For example, a problem with an empty date field that was erroneously printed in a report as a default value of “1.1.1970” alerted the tester, because she had seen this same problem before in other parts of the system. In another example, a tester tested input fields with maximum length inputs and searched for symptoms of buffer overflow. He quickly discovered that the end of the input string appeared in a field in another dialogue. The tester had experience with similar buffer overflow defects previously in the same system, and he utilized that knowledge to discover other similar situations.

4.1.2.2 Individual features and functional perspective: The individual features and functional perspective describes the testers’ knowledge of isolated features and how system knowledge is applied to evaluate individual features, views, or reports of the system locally, without comparison or consideration of the system’s workings as a whole. This perspective is divided into knowledge of the features and views of the system, and knowledge of detailed technical aspects.

Knowledge of the features and views of the system. Testers had intuitive knowledge of what features and functions there are and how data is presented for users in the views of the system. Testers recognized visible defects and omissions based on this intuitive understanding of what elements should be in the application user interface and how things usually look in the application. Examples of failures revealed using this knowledge type are missing images and icons from the GUI dialogues and recognizing that a result was missing in an application that shows a large number of values after calculations.

Another common type intuitively recognized was cases in which a feature or function did not work at all, or a certain capability was missing. For example, a tester tried to input data into a table in the tested application and found that he could not edit the table directly.

Testers recognized failures based on their understanding of the earlier behaviour of the system. If a current function clearly deviated from the earlier behaviour, without a good reason, the testers interpreted it as a failure. For example, the tester had a clear idea how fitting a work area of a graphical view to the objects on the area should work. When the area fitting function left the area too big, it was immediately clear to the tester that this was a failure.

This intuitive knowledge was applied in a rather straightforward manner: First, simple visual inspection of the system’s user interface, or a report, was common way. Second, it was applied as part of other testing tasks,
whenver a tester encountered obvious problems. Third, the tester compared features to the earlier behaviour. It was clear that on many occasions, a tester could identify a failure based on an observed change in a feature without being able to exactly specify the correct function.

Knowledge of detailed technical aspects includes testers utilizing their knowledge to interpret error and log messages and to use the command shell or equivalent tools to check results and investigate the internal status of the system. Testers applied this knowledge as an oracle when recognizing error messages or abnormal log entries in the application command shell or log window. They knew that some types of run time errors generate messages in these logs and applied the knowledge as a wizard by systematically checking logs for such messages. Testers used command shell tools and application-specific script languages to access the internal data and verify test results. Technical tools and technical knowledge were also applied to investigate further observed symptoms of recognized failures and to better understand what was happening in the system.

4.1.3 Generic software engineering knowledge

The generic software engineering knowledge category included 27 of 91 failure incidents. A failure belongs to generic knowledge category if it is such a generic software defect that detection does not require specific understanding of the tested system or its application domain. These defects would be obvious to recognize for most software testers or software engineering professionals. In practice, the failures in this category were also obvious to the researcher who observed the testers.

The knowledge perspectives for this category were: generic correctness, usability, and direct failures. The subcategories are further characterized in Table 2, and examples of failure types are listed in Table 3. Generic software engineering knowledge was applied mainly by visual inspection, evaluating results or outputs, or as part of other testing activities when unexpected failures occurred.

4.2 Classification of visible failure symptoms

Our second analysis of the data focused on the observable symptoms of the failures that the testers recognized. Based on this analysis, we present a preliminary classification of visible failure symptoms in Table 4. We divided the failures into omission and commission failures, meaning that the failure manifests itself either as an incorrect behaviour, or as a missing feature or capability in the system. The distribution of the failure incidents is also presented in Table 4.

### 4.2.1 Commission failures

We further classified the commission failures into five subclasses.

#### 4.2.1.1 Presentation and layout: includes symptoms visible in the outputs or result presentations of the system. The failures were observed, e.g., on screen or in report printouts either in files or on paper. The symptoms of this class can be visually observed by evaluating the views or outputs of the system without interaction.

Concrete examples of this failure symptom class were data elements that shrink or are cut-off in a way that restricts or prevents usage; positioning failures of report elements, e.g., content overlapping other content or page margins; failures in paginating text, tables, and figures on pages; incorrect layout after changing sizes or contents of GUI elements; and incorrect presentation of the data or results.

#### 4.2.1.2 Error message: includes failures recognized based on explicit error messages. The error messages can either be immediately visible to the end user or hidden. Immediately visible are obvious, shown to the user as pop-up windows or another clear mechanism. Hidden messages are logged in the system log window or file, and the tester must look there specifically for the

### Table 3

**Failure type examples in the generic knowledge category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic correctness</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types, e.g., excessive control characters or badly formatted text.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional defects that are easily identifiable on GUI level, e.g., multiplied menu items in a context menu.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout problems in reports and printouts, e.g., tables or diagrams are placed over the page margins, truncated diagrams, paging problems, missing content, extra pages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usability problems that make using a feature difficult or restricts the user unnecessarily. E.g., GUI element collapses to too small a size and cannot be resized, faulty or misleading error messages, lack of user interface feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct failures</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit error message dialogs that pop up on top of the application window and are clearly technical failures rather than informative messages for the user.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crashes, e.g., desktop application crashes and server side errors in web applications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

**Failure type versus knowledge category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure type</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and layout</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>24 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error message</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive functionality</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent state</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect results</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>21 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission total</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>68 %</td>
<td>74 %</td>
<td>74 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and layout</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing function</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of feedback</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>11 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of capability</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>11 %</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission total</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>32 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
error messages to recognize the failure. Sometimes other symptoms alerted the tester to look for the hidden error messages, but in most cases, the tester had a frequent habit of checking log windows for suspicious messages.

4.2.1.3 Extraneous functionality: includes failures recognized by extra and unnecessary system behaviour that is harmful or distracting for the users’ goals. The failures typically occurred when one function was being tested and the system performed some, usually small, harmful side effect in addition to the behaviour that the tester was expecting.

Examples of such behaviour include unexpected collapsing of hierarchy items and closing data entries that are being edited; unexpectedly resetting user input; producing faulty, extra output files; duplicate or non-functional user interface widgets or options, e.g., menu items.

4.2.1.4 Inconsistent state: includes failures that manifest as inconsistencies of the system’s internal state or logic. The tester identified these failures by recognizing an inconsistent state of the data, status indicators, or other systems properties. In this failure class, the symptoms are related to interaction between different functions or different parts of the system. Typically these failures are not detected as a result of a certain single function; instead, testers recognize the inconsistency after some set of operations. Such failures typically require extensive investigation to isolate the actual cause.

Examples include: changes that the tester made were not correctly reflected in other parts of the system; the status indicators for the data items were not consistent with the actual status of the items; the tester could identify that something in the system had changed without a reason or after, for example, shut down and restart.

4.2.1.5 Incorrect results: include failures that show directly as an incorrect result of a function or functions that the tester executes. In this class, the symptoms are directly connected to a specific function and its results, compared to the inconsistent status class in which the symptoms are related to interaction between different functions or parts of the system.

Examples of failures in this class include: incorrect results of a calculation operation; filtering of graphical view objects that resulted to a wrong view; incorrect contents in reports and outputs; application crash or server side exception.

4.2.2 Omission failures

The omission failure class consists of four subclasses.

4.2.2.1 Data presentation and layout: includes failures that the tester recognizes as missing elements such as headings, backgrounds, icons and images in the outputs or result presentations of the system.

4.2.2.2 Missing function: includes failures that appear as functions that do not perform the intended operation at all and do not trigger explicit error messages. Another type of failure in this class was that the function cannot even be found in the system.

4.2.2.3 Lack of feedback: includes failures in which the tester does not get the expected or assumed feedback from the system. These failures were related to immediate feedback issues such as selection feedback and cursor feedback in certain events. These problems decreased the usability of the system because the tester did not know what was happening or whether the requested event occurred in the system. Another group of lacking feedback were situations in which the user would need a more informative error messages or other instructions to understand what is wrong with the input or how to correctly proceed.

4.2.2.4 Lack of capability: includes failures in which the tester determines that some aspects of a function or part of a feature is missing.

Examples include completely missing parts of calculation results; partially incomplete features, such as impossibility of editing certain data; inability to resize views; functions operating only on a partial set of data; functions that work only for one of several supported data formats; insufficient datasets for the actual purpose of the processed data; missing documentation; lack of consistently applied features, e.g., cross-referencing hyperlinks in one feature or view.

Missing special case handling was a distinct subclass of this omission class in which failures were recognized as missing handling logic for extreme or exceptional cases. Examples of such failures were missing checks for valid filenames and other inputs, inability to handle large input values, and missing checks for the length of input data.

4.2.3 Symptom types versus knowledge categories

We analysed the relationship between the failure type versus knowledge categories using cross-tabulation presented in Table 4.

There are a few interesting cells in this table. First, the commission: presentation and layout as well as the error message classes seem to mostly require only generic knowledge to be recognized. This is quite intuitive, and is directly related to the very explicit and visible nature of these failure types. Second, the inconsistent status failure type seems to be typical for the system knowledge category. This relationship can be explained by noting that inconsistent status failures are typically defects in the internal logic of the tested system, which matches with the subcategory knowledge of system’s working mechanisms, logic, and interactions. Third, incorrect results relates heavily to domain knowledge. This is explained by the need for conceptual knowledge of the subject matter to recognize the incorrect results. Finally, in the omission failure classes, the missing capability failure class was related to both domain and system knowledge. The missing capabilities were omissions that restricted the usefulness of the features in real use or were system-specific omissions in the details of specific features.
4.3 Failure recognition difficulty

To understand the difficulty of detecting the defects, we analysed all failure incidents using the failure-triggering fault interaction (FTFI) number [63]. The FTFI number refers to the number of interacting variables or conditions that together cause a certain failure. In this analysis, all failure incidents were classified based on the fault’s FTFI number. The results are presented in Table 5. We identified the number of affecting failure parameters or conditions for each failure and categorized the failure incidents as 1-way, 2-way, 3-way, or directly visible failures. In addition, we used an unclear category if the number of affecting conditions could not be determined based on the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTFI number</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 Dir. visible</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-way</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>34 %</td>
<td>44 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-way</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>19 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-way</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>26 %</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see that in our data, 45% of the failure incidents were 1-way failures, 26% were 2-way, and only 7% were 3-way failures. 8% of the failures were in the directly visible class, and 14% were unclear.

When comparing the FTFI distribution and the knowledge categories, we found that in our observation data failures related to domain knowledge were more straightforward to detect (80% directly visible or 1-way), and failures related to system knowledge or generic software development knowledge were more complicated to detect (46% and 48% directly visible or 1-way, respectively) in terms of the number of interactions.

4.4 Side effect failures

A clear and unexpected finding that emerged from our data was the frequency of side effect failures. We define a side effect failure as a failure that occurred when testers used other features or areas of the system than the actual target of the testing session. In our qualitative coding process, concepts related to these side effect failures emerged frequently, which motivated us to make a selective coding round focusing on this phenomenon. We found that testers often needed to, for example, set up some data or applicable situations for their actual testing activities, or use other features of the system during the testing for various reasons such as further investigation of found failures. Testers also occasionally performed ad hoc exploratory testing activities for different features of the system. Many times, testers recognized failures during these activities.

A more detailed analysis revealed that 20% (18 of the total 91) of the observed failures were categorized as side effects. Most of the side effect defects were unexpected error messages, extraneous, or incorrect functions. The side effect failures were recognized based on generic (61%) or system knowledge (39%), and were most often 1-way (33%) or 2-way failures (28%).

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the discussion of the main findings. We answer the research questions in relationship to the existing literature and evaluate the limitations of our study.

5.1 Knowledge types used for defect detection

Our first research question was: What types of knowledge do testers utilize for detecting defects when performing exploratory testing? We identified and categorized the knowledge utilized in a hierarchical taxonomy consisting of three main categories: domain knowledge, system knowledge, and generic software engineering knowledge.

We want to highlight a few specific findings. First, in the domain knowledge category, the customers’ perspective was strongly emphasized. The knowledge of the real usage context and procedures including the users’ needs and goals formed one strong perspective, and detailed subject matter knowledge in the application domain the other perspective. System knowledge was further divided into knowledge of system-level feature interactions, and detailed knowledge of individual features and the functional perspective. These findings resemble the main concepts that Sandberg [45] identified when studying the work of engine optimizers: separate qualities, interacting qualities, and the customers’ perspective.

Second, testers were able to identify a large number of failures in the observed sessions without any explicit descriptions of the expected results of the tests that they executed. The results show that testers utilize three different types of knowledge for detecting failures. This supports the practitioners’ reasoning for using exploratory testing. In our earlier research, we found that the ET approach is motivated in development organizations by stating that the testing requires such a deep understanding of the application domain of the system that it could only be tested by people with deep domain knowledge [16]. The results of this study deepen our insights into this, and show the crucial role of system knowledge. Based on our knowledge analysis we state the following hypothesis. In exploratory testing, testers are able to utilize their personal knowledge of the application domain, the users’ needs, and the tested system for defect detection.

5.2 Application of knowledge

The second research question was: How do testers apply their knowledge for detecting defects when performing exploratory testing? Based upon our analysis, we differentiated two main approaches. First, the most common way
of applying knowledge was using knowledge as a test oracle (see Table 2). Applying knowledge as an oracle differs clearly from the traditional test-case based paradigm in which the expected result is specified prior to test execution. The testers took a wider, system perspective or compared features with other functionality, which matches our earlier findings [36]. A comparison to most prior work on software test oracles (see Section 2.3) is difficult because they have not studied knowledge as test oracle. Weyuker [26], however, described her personal experiences of how testers can apply knowledge as a partial oracle that is very similar to our findings. Our work brings a novel contribution to the area of software test oracles because it uses empirical results to widen the perspective of test oracles to consider the use of the tester’s personal knowledge as an oracle. We also provided a detailed description of the knowledge types and how the knowledge was applied as an oracle.

Second, our analysis revealed several more comprehensive approaches for applying tester knowledge in ET. We call these approaches applying the knowledge as a test wizard (see Table 2), instead of just for oracle purposes. One could consider applying knowledge as a test wizard to be real-time test case selection, design, and execution, including using the knowledge as a test oracle. These findings are examples of how the exploratory testing approach is applied in practice.

One of the most significant findings related to the way testers applied their knowledge was the recognition of side-effect failures. Testers detected failures as part of all their activities besides testing the actual target feature, in test data preparation, ad hoc exploring, and other situations. It is important to note that side-effect failures were related to test preparation activities, but also to ad hoc exploration and following hunches that are core activities of ET. The relatively high number of side effect failures, 20% of all detected failures, and the important role of side-effect findings emerged clearly from our data. This finding supports the claims that the ET approach enables the tester to explore the functionality in a versatile and creative way. The analysis of the side effect failures indicated that the testers were able to cover a wider range of essential features during their testing sessions even though they were primarily focusing on a certain feature or area of the application. In addition, all side-effect failures were detected based on system and generic knowledge, which means that side-effect failures were not related to the tester’s experience with the domain, but rather to the varied usage of the system. The side-effect failures also seem to be related to realistic situations, which makes them relevant in terms of the effect on the users. Based on these findings we state a hypothesis: In exploratory testing, testers frequently recognize relevant failures in a wider set of features than the actual target features of the testing activity.

5.3 Failure types detected in ET sessions

Finally, the third research question was: What types of failures do testers identify using knowledge in exploratory testing? We analysed the types of identified failures from two different viewpoints: the failure symptoms, and the detection difficulty. The incidents were classified based on the visible symptoms forming a preliminary symptom classification (see Section 4.2.). That classifies failures according to the symptoms visible to the tester, and thus also the end user, if not fixed. Compared to the existing failure classification by Wallace and Kuhn [59] we find that their classification includes a few classes, namely “data”, “quality”, and “timing” that refer to relevant symptom types that did not emerge in our analysis. Bondavalli and Simoncini [57] also identified the timing failure class. Compared to the usability failure classification in CUP [60], we found that our classification is more focused and detailed in terms of the visible failure symptoms, whereas the CUP classification includes classes “missing”, “extraneous”, and “wrong”, but also in the same classification includes “better way” and “incongruent mental model” that are related to the subjects’ opinions and understanding of the system, not to the failure symptoms directly. Our failure symptom classification (see Table 4) focuses purely on the observable symptoms from the users’ viewpoint and is directly related to the testers’ oracle decisions.

The classification presented in this paper is a preliminary contribution to classifying software failures based on visible symptoms. The observational dataset that the classification is based on does not exhaustively cover different types of target systems or all possible types of software failures. However, this focused failure-symptom-based classification provides a new empirically based contribution to types of software failures that has not been covered in previous research. The classification can be used to increase the knowledge of testers and developers about different symptoms so they can better recognize failures as they occur. An improved classification could also serve as a checklist for exploratory testing and even motivate developing testing techniques, either exploratory or test-case based, targeted to specific types of symptoms. In particular, the identified test wizard approaches in combination with certain failure types would be a good basis for new ET techniques.

Our FTFI analysis in Table 5 reflects how complex a failure is to trigger in terms of the number of interacting variables or features. Our analysis showed a similar n-way distribution (see Table 5) that has been reported in other studies in which empirical failure data has been analysed [63]. For example, in medical device failure analysis “Only three of 109 failures indicated that more than two conditions were required to cause the failure” [59]. Our results show that a high proportion of detected failures in the ET sessions were straightforward to find (53%), in terms of the FTFI numbers, or required only
generic software engineering knowledge (30%). This finding is important from multiple viewpoints. First, it contradicts the general claim that ET would require a high level of testing experience to be effective. Our findings from an ET context raise an initial hypothesis that a large number of the failures in software applications and systems can be detected without detailed test design or descriptions.

Second, it raises a question of if, and how much, the trivial failures and easily spotted problems actually mask more complicated domain or system-specific issues from surfacing during testing. Third, based on the large proportion (80%) of 1-way or directly visible failures in the domain knowledge category (see Table 5) we state a hypothesis that the majority of failures related to domain knowledge are straightforward to recognize, and failures related to system or general software development knowledge are more complicated to recognize, in terms of the number of interactions. This finding supports having domain experts conducting ET, since a large number of domain-specific failures can be detected without complicated test designs. Such domain experts are people, who are not in testing roles in development organizations, but have strong domain knowledge or close customer contact. Our findings are partly similar with the results of Folstad [49], who found that domain experts were capable of revealing severe and relevant findings in usability inspections. The importance of this finding is emphasized when considering our other study in software product organizations in which the high practical contribution of domain experts in detecting defects was shown [75].

Since this study focused only on the role of knowledge in the failure recognition part of testing, the effect of knowledge in the test design activity and in the exploratory testing approach as a whole still remains open. We cannot draw conclusions, based on this analysis, about how much and what kind of knowledge is required to be able to select good or correct tests, but we showed examples of such application of knowledge as a test wizard, in which testers applied their knowledge for targeted attacks to certain risks.

5.4 Validity threats

We have analysed 12 exploratory testing sessions in four software development organizations. The external validity of our results is limited to similar contexts with exploratory software testing approaches. In hypotheses generating qualitative studies, the external generalizability comes through theoretical saturation of the data. In this research, practical limitations restricted the number of development organizations and subjects that we could include in the analysis. Due to the low number of subjects and the fact that we used purposeful sampling, the presented quantitative amounts are descriptive in nature and cannot be used to draw statistical conclusions.

Threats to construct validity of this study are the effects of the observer’s presence, the amount and quality of the verbal protocols, and the selection of the observed testers and individual testing sessions. The observer’s presence affected the subject’s way of working. Based on our interviews, we assume that in comparison to their normal working conditions, the subjects worked more intensively and were more focussed on their testing tasks, which they performed without any interruptions. Many subjects also commented that they seemed to find a larger number of failures and issues than usual. The amount of verbal think-aloud protocol varied between the subjects, because of their individual characteristics. The selection of subjects was based on interviews with their managers, and the criterion was to select good testers in the context of the organization in question. The individual observed test sessions were selected based on availability.

In addition, coding and main analysis of the data was performed by the first author alone, which may have introduced the risk of researcher bias. The actual defects and the properties of the tested software systems naturally had an effect on the results of this study, but the similarity of the defect type distributions compared to earlier published failure data [59], [63] supports the assumption that the tested systems were not anomalous in terms of the defect distributions.

5.5 Future work

More research is needed to better understand all aspects of the ET approach and the role of experience and knowledge in it. In this study, we stated multiple testable hypotheses that should be tested in other studies on ET. The exploratory testing strategies and techniques should be studied more in-depth in future research. We plan to continue analysing our data in more detail along the research path we initiated in one of our earlier studies [36].

More empirical data is needed on the actual failure types and role of side-effect failures in different development contexts and application domains.

6 Conclusions

In this article, we have reported the results of an empirical observation study of the role of testers’ knowledge in detecting failures in the context of exploratory software testing in industry. Our results show that testers are capable of recognizing different types of software defects based on their personal knowledge without detailed test case descriptions. Testers apply knowledge of the system under test and its application domain, including users’ needs and goals for revealing defects. The knowledge covers not only individual features, but also, and even more importantly, interactions of many features and the workings of the system as a whole.

Personal knowledge is applied for testing in a distinctly different fashion compared to how the test-case based paradigm describes the software testing activity. Our results show that the ways of applying knowledge
in exploratory testing involve evaluating the overall behaviour of the system, comparing the features with other features, and knowledge of earlier versions. Knowledge is sometimes applied as a wizard to design targeted attacks to known risks or customer problems. The knowledge is also applied to generate the expected results as part of the testing activity. In addition, a significant share of findings in exploratory testing seems to originate as side effects of the actual testing activity, which further emphasizes the diverse and creative opportunities of the exploratory testing approach.

Based on combined analysis of the knowledge and failure data, we state four testable hypotheses. We suggest that the exploratory testing approach could be effective even when less experienced testers are used. On the other hand, our hypothesis is that the exploratory testing approach is an effective way of involving the knowledge of domain experts, who do not have testing expertise, in testing activities.

This research adds to the body of knowledge on empirical understanding of software failure types in industrial software systems. We present a preliminary failure symptom classification based on the externally visible symptoms, i.e., those seen and experienced by testers or users. This classification can be used to guide testers and to create focused failure-driven exploratory testing techniques. The classification increases understanding of software failures from the viewpoint of the effects the failures have on end users. The classification is preliminary and needs to be further improved and extended with more failure data from different contexts.
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